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The top 10 NYC gallery exhibitions in September 
 

Check out our list of the best gallery shows of painting, sculpture and more opening during the 
first week of September 

 
Labor Day is almost here, which means the end of summer is nigh and the art world’s sleepy season is almost 
over. Most of the top art galleries in Chelsea, the Lower East Side and Uptown have been closed for August, 
but they’re about to come roaring back to life with dozens of new shows in September—including many 
featuring hot young talents. To help mark your art calendars, we’ve assembled the best art shows to see when 
the art world re-opens next month.	

 

 
 

“Ryan Gander: I see straight through you” 

This British Conceptualist is something of a prankster, and in for his first solo show in New York since 2008, 
he brings his considerable wit to bear on the “psychology of the body” and the figurative tradition in art. One 
of the highlights includes a follow-up to his Magnus Opus from 2013: A pair of cartoonish animatronic eyes 
embedded straight within the wall; activated by motion-detectors, they follow you around the room in a way 
that’s both amusing and disturbing.�
�

Ryan Gander, installation view�
Photograph: Jack Hems 

 



 

 

 
 
Artnet News 
22 July 2016 
https://news.artnet.com/exhibitions/ryan-gander-interview-night-in-the-museum-550574 
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T hink of the serious art col-
lectors in the 21st century,
and bankers, investors and
commodities billionaires
come to mind. But among

the ranks of the newly minted mag-
nates are also the artists themselves
whose superstar status has made them
some of the most powerful collectors of
our time.

Nowhere is this more evident than at
the Jeff Koons exhibition Now, which
opened to the public at London’s New-
port Street gallery last month. The pri-
vate museum was founded by artist
Damien Hirst last year and the exhibi-
tionis theseconddisplaydrawnfromhis
2,000-strong collection. It features one
of the five existing pieces from Koons’
recent Play-Doh series, completed in
2014,aswellas thehuge,highlypolished
“Balloon Monkey (Blue)” (2006-13),
also one in a series of five. The orange
version sold for US$25.9m (with pre-
mium)atChristie’s in2014.

Hirst is not the only artist-collector to
open a privately funded museum. Ger-
man artist Thomas Schutte opened a
museumforsculpture (hisownandoth-
ers’) in Hombroich, near Düsseldorf, in
April. Belgian artist Wim Delvoye is
restoring buildings in Kashan, Iran, that
he intends to open as a museum. And in
Beijing, Zeng Fangzhi is planning a
museumtoshowhiscollection.

Are artists just a subset of today’s
wealthy collectors? Despite the similari-
ties, artists occupy a distinct position.
“The artist is both in the middle of the
art world, and on the fringes of its mar-
ket,” says Andrew Renton, director of
London’s Marlborough Contemporary
gallery and a professor of curating at
GoldsmithsCollege.

Such a position brings several advan-
tages to the artist-collector. First and
foremost, “they have well-trained eyes
and they see more art than anyone else,”
says Fru Tholstrup, director of
Sotheby’s S|2 gallery. And, as Brazilian
artist Vik Muniz says, “I don’t con-
sciously look for things to buy, but I
somehowkeepbumping intothem.”

Renton says artists are also “afforded
a position that others are not. There is a
set of rules that an artist is entitled to
break, extending from curating
through to collecting.” This includes the
ability to make what he describes as
“quirky” choices outside of the mar-
ket’s conventions — and do what they
want with the art. Renton cites Ameri-
can artist Robert Rauschenberg’s
“Erased de Kooning Drawing” from
1953: Rauschenberg asked Willem de
Kooning for permission (which was
granted, albeit reluctantly) to have a
drawing by the older artist, which he
then mostly erased. It is difficult to
imagine an artist giving up a work for
this sort of treatment to an outsider.

The artists’ artists

Clockwise from top: Jeff
Koons’ ‘Play-Doh’; ‘Erased
de Kooning Drawing’ by
Robert Rauschenberg;
Ryan Gander’s ‘As old as
time itself, slept alone’;
Lucian Freud’s ‘Self
Portrait: Reflection’
Prudence Cuming Associates; Ben Blackwell

included Ai Weiwei). Velthuis describes
a “circuit of commerce”, including the 
exchange of works, in which “artists
manage to make ends meet without
negotiating informal trade”.

The ability to operate outside of the
market can continue throughout an art-
ist’s career. Even once more formal col-
lecting begins, dealers generally offer
artists a cut-down price. Muniz believes
this reinforces the fact that “artists tend
to value art differently from the average
collector. They employ more subjective,
if not biased criteria . . . Because of this,
they have a tendency to deride the

market’s conventional criteria when
assemblingtheircollections.”

Artists are also particularly inclined
to be patrons of the next generation.
Even Hirst, the most business-like of
artist-collectors, is routinely described 
as“generous”bythose intheartworld.

As Gander puts it: “I often buy work
by young artists and students, not nec-
essarily because I like their work but
because I know that they don’t have the
money to better themselves by produc-
ing new work.” The first work he bought
was a video by Jack Strange, who was
his student at the Slade School of Fine
Art. He bought the work for £500;
Strange now sells for around £5,000 on
the primary market.

Collecting habits can inform and
influence an artist’s own work. “Hirst is
aware of linking himself to a bigger
history,” says Francis Outred, head of
contemporary art at Christie’s. Hirst’s

“The way most artists collect is through
trades and swaps with their peers and
contemporaries,” says British artist
Ryan Gander. There is, he explains, a
“weird economy” to such trades, in
which the value is often more “senti-
mental” than financial. He has swapped
works with others represented by his
gallery (Lisson) including Jonathan
MonkandCoryArcangel.

Such trades are an important part of
art history. Gauguin swapped works
withVanGoghandDegas;AndyWarhol,
who had a huge collection of other art-
ists’ work, traded with Jasper Johns;
records show that in the 16th century,
Raphael exchanged works with Albre-
cht Dürer. Picasso understood art’s cur-
rency and would pay for meals with a
doodle — a winning bet for the restau-
rants, and a practice that eateries such
asScott’s inMayfairadopt today.

Muniz says that “artists start collect-
ing immediately after they start meet-
ing other artists”. The author and aca-
demic Olav Velthuis cites these initial
informal exchanges as an important
stepping stone in the development of an
art scene. He gives examples including
the Bombay Art Society, founded in
1888, and the Stars group that started
out in Beijing in 1979 (whose members

Collecting

Exhibitions | From Dürer to Hirst,

artists have amassed rich collections

by swapping work. By Melanie Gerlis

But artists are not only collectors of
their contemporaries. An exhibition
that opens at London’s National Gallery
this month, Painters’ Paintings, explores
the significance of artists’ collections.
The exhibition of around 80 works
spanning 500 years highlights Lucian
Freud’s penchant for 19th-century
works and Anthony van Dyck’s passion
for the Italian Masters, particularly Tit-
ian, as well as featuring many peer-to-
peercollectors.

Artists often have the best access to
theirpeers,andunderstandhowthegal-
leries work. Also, by not thinking about

gathering works as “collecting” in the
traditional sense, they have a different
engagement with the art market. “The
last person who thinks about art as a
commodity isanartist,”Tholstrupsays.

There is a more informal system of
exchange between artists, where the
middle man is cut out of the process.

trademark formaldehyde was influ-
enced by Koons’ equilibrium tanks (in
which basketballs are suspended in a
sodium chloride solution). Koons’
Banality sculpture series (kitsch angels,
animals and teddy bears on plinths)
refers back to the medieval church
sculptures inhiscollection.

Artists rarely cash in other artists’
works. “Even if I wanted to sell one of
the works, I wouldn’t,” says Gander.
“They are part of an agreement of trust
and integrity between artists.” Yet the
value of an artwork can increase simply
by being bought by artists. Some artists
not only have access to the best art but
can influence what is seen to be the best.
When Sotheby’s sold Warhol’s vast
estate in 1988 (the year after he died),
the 10-day, 10,000-item auction made a
total $25m, $10m more than expected.
Works by Roy Lichtenstein, Robert
Rauschenberg, Man Ray and Marcel
Duchamp were popular, but so were
Warhol’s more eclectic pieces. A group
of 175 ceramic cookie jars that he had
bought obsessively from flea markets
and junk shops sold for a quarter of a
million dollars. The artist’s touch can
extendwellbeyondhisownwork.

‘Jeff Koons: Now’, Newport Street Gallery,
London, to October 16,
newportstreetgallery.com;
Ryan Gander curates the Arts Council
Collection at the Yorkshire Sculpture Park,
July 16-October 16, ysp.co.uk;
‘Painters’ Paintings’, National Gallery,
London, June 23-September 4,
nationalgallery.org.uk

‘The way most artists
collect is through trades
and swaps with their peers.
It’s a weird economy’
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